PTC-16/19 Manual Tensioner for High-Strength Tenax® Polyester Strapping

Durable construction
• Rugged alloy components
• Steel cutter and feedwheel

Easy to operate
• Two-strap loading
• Easy to position

Simple
• Built-in cutter
• Wear parts can be replaced in minutes
• Strapping can be used directly off the coil

Specifications:
Strapping: For use with 5/8" and 3/4" (16mm and 19mm) High-Strength Tenax® Polyester Strapping
Weight: 4 lbs. (1.8 kg)

New feedwheel design:
• Maximizes tension
• Increases productivity
• Provides unlimited strap take-up

Windlass tools, with limited strap take-up, oftentimes jam, resulting in lower strap tension.

The PTC’s feedwheel design provides unlimited strap take-up to ensure consistent tension.
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